In this paper we investigate the class of grey Brownian motions B α,β (0 < α < 2, 0 < β ≤ 1). We show that grey Brownian motion admits different representations in terms of certain known processes, such as fractional Brownian motion, multivariate elliptical distribution or as a subordination. The weak convergence of the increments of B α,β in t, w-variables are studied. Using the Berman criterium we show that B α,β admits a λ-square integrable local time L B α,β (·, I) almost surely (λ Lebesgue measure). Moreover, we prove that this local time can be weak-approximated by the number of crossings C B ε α,β (x, I), of level x, of the convolution approximation B ε α,β of grey Brownian motion.
Introduction
Grey Brownian motion was introduced by W. Schneider in [Sch92, Sch90] as a stochastic model for slow-anomalous diffusion described by the timefractional diffusion equation. Later F. Minardi, A. Mura and G. Pagnini [MM09, MP08] , extended this class, so called "generalized" grey Brownian motion which includes stochastic models for slow and fast-anomalous diffusion, i.e., the time evolution of the marginal density function is described by partial integro-differential equations of fractional type, cf. Proposition 4.1 in [MM09] . In this paper we will consider this extended class and study different representations, prove the existence of local time and show the weakconvergence of the increments in the t, w-variables.
To describe these results more precisely, let us recall the definition of "generalized" grey Brownian motion B α,β (denoted by ggBm in Mura et al. [MM09] ) and from now denoted simply by gBm for short. We will not reproduce the all construction of the gBm here, the interested reader can find it in [MM09] and references therein. The grey noise space is the probability space (S ′ (R), B(S ′ (R)), µ α,β ), where S ′ (R) is the space of tempered distributions defined on R, B(S ′ (R)) is the σ-algebra generated by the cylinder sets and µ α,β is the grey noise measure given by its characteristic functional S ′ (R) e i w,ϕ dµ α,β (w) = E β − 1 2 ϕ 2 α , ϕ ∈ S(R), 0 < β ≤ 1, 0 < α < 2.
Here ·, · is the canonical bilinear pairing between S(R) and S ′ (R) and E β is the Mittag-Leffler function of order β, defined by
, x ∈ R.
In addition, withφ denotes the Fourier transform of ϕ. The range 0 < β ≤ 1 is to ensure the complete monotonicity of E β (needed in (1)) while the range 0 < α < 2 is chosen such that
The gBm B α,β is then defined as the stochastic process
The following properties can be easily derived from (1) and the fact that 1 1 [0,t)
1. B α,β (0) = 0 almost surely. In addition, for each t ≥ 0, the moments of any order are given by
Here E denotes the expectation with respect to µ α,β .
2. For each t, s ≥ 0, the characteristic function of the increments is
3. The covariance function has the form
All these properties may be summarized as follows. For any 0 < α < 2 and 0 < β ≤ 1, the gBm B α,β (t), t ≥ 0, is α 2 -self-similar with stationary increments. We refer to [MM09] for the proof and more details. This class includes fractional Brownian motion (fBm) for β = 1, and Brownian motion (Bm) for α = β = 1. The B α,β (t) marginal density function f α,β (t) is given by
where M β is the so-called M-Wright probability density function (a natural generalization of the Gaussian density) with Laplace transform
and moments given bŷ
The function f α,β is the fundamental solution of the stretched time-fractional diffusion equation, cf. [MP08, eq. (6)], with initial condition f α,β (x, 0) = δ(x). The Fourier transform of f α,β is given bỹ
The multidimensional case, given θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ n ) ∈ R n , n ∈ N and any collection {B α,β, (t 1 ), . . . , B α,β, (t n )} with 0 ≤ t 1 < t 2 < . . . < t n < ∞ we havẽ
where Σ α = (a i,j ) n i,j=1 is the matrix given by
Equation (6) shows that gBm, which is not Gaussian in general, is a stochastic process defined only through its first and second moments which is a property of Gaussian processes indeed. Till now we have described the class of processes which we are interested in, namely gBm B α,β . In Section 2 we show that gBm may be represented in terms of certain known processes using its finite dimensional structure, Subsection 2.1. In particular, the representation using fBm, see (7) below, is very useful in order to study gBm. While in Subsection 2.2 we obtain other representations of gBm as subordinations valid for one-dimensional distributions, namely Bm and fBm subordinated to certain increasing processes. In Section 3 we study the weak convergence of the increments of gBm using the representation of gBm in terms of fBm. All the results on that section are strongly associated to those for fBm despite the gBm being more general. Finally, on Section 4 we make the first studies concerning the local times of gBm L B α,β , namely its existence using a criteria due to Berman [Ber69] and the weak approximation of the gBm local times by the number of crossings. Thus, we have shown that L B α,β is λ-square integrable, almost surely, cf. Theorem 12, and as a result the occupation formula is valid. Moreover, defining the regularization of B α,β by convolution as B ε α,β , i.e., B ε α,β := ψ ε * B α,β for a proper ψ, we obtain a weak approximation of the local times L B α,β by the number of crossings of B ε α,β . The proof is based on the Banach-Kac formula (see [Kra06, pag. 253] ) and the occupation formula. For the rest of the paper, we fix the following notation: by N we denote the standard Gaussian random variable and by F σ the centered Gaussian distribution with variance σ corresponding to the random variable N σ .
Representations of grey Brownian motion
In this section we will show that gBm B α,β admits different representations which will be useful in proving certain properties on the next sections. This is related to the fact that these representations involves certain known processes, such as fractional Brownian motion (fBm), and some questions related to gBm reduces to those of fBm or others. As an example, the Hölder continuity of the trajectories of gBm immediately follows from those of fBm, see (8) below.
Finite dimensional representation
It was shown in [MP08] that the gBm B α,β admits the following representation
where d = denotes the equality of the finite dimensional distribution and B H is a standard fBm with Hurst parameter H = α/2. Y β is an independent nonnegative random variable with probability density function M β (τ ), τ ≥ 0. Remark 1.
1. A process with the representation given as in (7) is known to be variance mixture of normal distributions, see [SvH04, Chap. VI] for details.
2. It follows from the representation (7) that the Hölder continuity of the trajectories of gBm reduces to the Hölder continuity of the fBm. Thus we have
3. The representation also provides a way to study and simulate the trajectories of gBm once we know how to generate the random variable Y β . The grey Brownian motion admits also other representations which we present in the following. Before we give a definition.
Definition 2 (cf. [FKN90] ). Consider a n-dimensional random vector X = (X 1 , . . . , X n ). The random vector X has a multivariate elliptical distribution, denoted by E n (µ, Σ, φ), if its characteristic function can be expressed as
where µ ∈ R n , Σ is a positive-definite matrix and φ, called the characteristic generator, is such that φ(θ 2 1 + . . . + θ 2 n ) is a n-dimensional characteristic function. If X has a probability density function f X , then it is of the form
for a certain function g, called density generator. In [FKN90] it is shown thatˆ∞
is sufficient for g to be the density generator.
Let us consider, for a fixed n ∈ N, the vector
Then B α,β has a multivariate elliptical distribution, written as
The associated density generator of B α,β is given by
A simple calculation shows that
which guarantees g β to be the density generator of the vector B α,β . Furthermore, B α,β may be represented by
where R β ≥ 0 is a radial random variable, A α is such that Σ α = A α A ⊤ α and U is the uniform distribution on the sphere {x ∈ R n : x = 1}.
One dimensional representation
On this subsection we obtain two representations of gBm as subordinations, valid for one-dimensional distributions. At first we show that gBm may be represented as a subordination of Brownian motion by a β-stable subordinator, cf. (9). The second representation of gBm as a subordination of fBm using as subordinator a process with one-dimensional distribution related to the M -Wright function. Let S = {S(t), t ∈ [0, 1]} be a β-stable subordinator and define the inverse process of S by E(x) := inf{t : S(t) > x}, x ∈ R + .
E(x) is 1 β -self-similar process with no independent/stationary increments. Bingham [Bin71] and Bondesson et al. [BKS96] showed that E(x) has a Mittag-Leffler distribution
It follows that
On the other hand, we have the equality in law E(x) = (S(1)/x) −β which implies E e −sS −β (1) = E β (−s)
As a consequence, we obtain the following representation for the gBm
where B is a standard Brownian motion independent of S and the equalities are valid only for one-dimensional distributions. Let D β = {D β (t), t ≥ 0} be the process with one-dimensional distribution given by, see [MMP10] ,
The grey Brownian motion is represented as
where B H and D β are independent. The equality is valid only for onedimensional distributions. The density f D β (t) is the fundamental solution of the time-fractional drift equation
where D β t denotes de Caputo derivative.
Weak convergence of the increments of gBm
In this section we are going to study the weak convergence of the increments of gBm in the t, w-variables. This question is related to the uniqueness for the moment problem of two distributions. More precisely, if two distributions have the same moments are they the same? The additional assumption required (see [Shi96, Corollary 2, pag. 296]) is satisfied in all the cases studied below.
Weak convergence in the t-variable
We are interested in the increments of gBm B α,β , namely we define
and would like to study the weak convergence of
as ε → 0. This is equivalent to find the limit of the t-characteristic function
This question is related to the moment problem, that is, study the limit
From now on we use the representation (7) for the gBm, B α,β = Y β B H .
Lemma 3. For each k ∈ N and t ∈ [0, 1] we have
Proof. Due to the independence of Y β and B H we have
In the last equality we used (5). It follows from the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [AW96] that
see also [GN03] . This implies the result of the lemma.
As a consequence of the Hölder continuity of the trajectories of gBm B α,β , see (8), and the Borel-Cantelli lemma, we obtain the almost sure convergence, see [AW96] or [GN03] .
Proposition 4. We have almost surelŷ
The convergence of the moments implies the weak convergence of the distribution λ t ∈ [0, 1], Z α,β,ε (t) ≤ x , this is sated in the following theorem.
Theorem 5. 1. For almost surely for any t ∈ [0, 1] we have
2. For almost surely for each interval I ⊂ R + and all x ∈ R, we have
This is obtained from 1. using density argument.
For non integer k we have an analogous result based on a deep result of Marcus and Rosen [MR08] . 
We have the following weak convergence for theZ α,β,ε .
Theorem 7. 1. For almost surely for all x ∈ R we have
where C ψ is given by
2. For almost surely for each interval I ⊂ R + and all x ∈ R, it follows from (13) that
We notice that (12) gives the L p moduli of continuity of gBm. Next we state the L p -moduli continuity of squares of gBm which is based on Lemma 3.1 in [MR08] .
Corollary 8. For any p ∈ [1, ∞), we have the convergence of the L p moduli of the squares of gBm, as ε → 0
holds for any t ∈ [0, 1] almost surely.
To establish a similar convergence in law for the increments of the squares of gBm we need the convergence of the odd moments. This is the contents of the following corollary.
Corollary 9. 1. For odd k ∈ N we have
almost surely for all t ∈ [0, 1]. 2. Combining (15) with even p ∈ N and (16) yields
Here, the right hand side distribution, is a normal variance mixture.
Proof. For the proof of (16) see Appendix A.
Weak convergence in the w-variable
Using the results on stationary Gaussian process in [BM83] , [DM79] , [GS85] , [Taq79] and the independence of Y β and B H in the representation (7) we obtain easily the following convergence results. Below ∆B α,β (m/n) denotes the increment B α,β ((m + 1)/n) − B α,β (m/n) for m, n natural numbers.
Theorem 10. We have the following limits:
1. If k is even and α ∈ (0, 3 2 ), as n → ∞,
, 2), as n → ∞,
Rosenblatt r.v.
3. If k is odd and α ∈ (0, 1) , as n → ∞,
4. If k is even and α ∈ (1, 2), as n → ∞,
On the above m k (N) denotes the kth moment of N and σ α,k is a positive constant depending only on α and k which may be different from one formula to another. The Rosenblatt random variable is defined in [Taq79] .
In the same spirit of the above theorem, using Theorem 2.4 from [GN03] we get the following weak convergence result.
Theorem 11. Let k ≥ 3 be an odd integer, then for α ∈ (0, 1), we have, as
where B t , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 is a standard Brownian motion and c k,α is given by
and a k,m are the coefficient of x k in terms of the Hermite polynomials, see [GN03, pag. 6 ].
Local times of gBm
In this section we will prove the existence of gBm local times using the criteria of Berman, [Ber69] . More precisely, we show that gBm possesses λ-square integrable local times, cf. Theorem 12 below. Moreover, this gBm local times is weak-approximated by the number of crossings (also called level sets) associated to the regularized gBm B 
Existence of local times for gBm
For the readers convenience we recall the notion of occupation measure and occupation density. Let f : I −→ R, I a Borel set in [0, 1], be a measurable function and define, for any set B ∈ B(R), the occupation measure µ f on I by
Interpreting [0, 1] as a "time set" this is the "amount of time spent by f in B during the time period I". We say that f has an occupation density over I if µ f is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure λ and denote this density by L f (·, I). In explicit, for any x ∈ R,
Thus, we have
A continuous stochastic process X has an occupation density on I if, for almost all w ∈ Ω, X(w) has an occupation density L X (·, I), also called local time of X, see Berman [Ber69] .
The criteria for the existence of local times for stochastic processes are due to Berman [Ber69, Section 3]. More precisely, a stochastic process X admits a local times if and only if
In the next we show that (17) is fulfilled if the stochastic process X is the gBm B α,β . In fact, from (2) the characteristic function of the increments of gBm B α,β is given by
Using Fubini, and the change of variables r = (2) −1/2 θ|t − s| α/2 , we have to compute at first
The integral on the right and side is convergent, see [BS05, eq. (24) ]. The t, s-integration is performed as follows.
.
Thus, we have shown the main result of this subsection which we state in the following theorem.
Theorem 12. The gBm process B α,β admits a λ-square integrable local time L B α,β (·, I) almost surely.
Remark 13. As a consequence of the existence of the local time L B α,β (·, I), we obtain the occupation formulâ 
Weak-approximation of gBm local times
We now show that the gBm local times L B α,β (·, I) is the weak-limit, ε → 0, of the set of number of crossings corresponding to the regularized gBm B Let B n , n ∈ N be a C 1 regularizing sequence of B H . We have
In fact, using the integration by parts we obtain 
